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The sofTap WiFi Dimmer is designed with
an innovative micro-movement functionality,
allowing you to turn lights on and off or dim
them with a soft "tap" of the finger. And
thanks to its patented Tru-Universal
technology, this dimmer automatically
adapts to any load or combination of loads
attached to it, eliminating flicker, early
dropout, or "pop-on" deficiencies which can
plague other non-adaptive dimmers. Simply
pair it with any fixture and you're done!

For WiFi functionality to work, this product
must be paired with The Hub (LC7001).

  

Pair with the Wireless Remote sofTap Dimmer to control a light
from two locations without rewiring. Master dimmer must be
wired to light.
This dimmer is part of the adorne Wireless Whole-House
Lighting System and can be combined with other system
components to enable creation and control of lighting scenes
throughout the home.
Take your project up a notch by combining your sofTap Dimmer
with a sofTap Switch for a beautiful, elegant look.
Features Tru-Universal technology, which allows it to support
any light type, including Incandescent/Halogen, Magnetic Low
Voltage (MLV), Electronic Low Voltage (ELV) in Forward or
Reverse Phase, CFL/LED, etc.
Easy "1-for-1" installation lets you simply replace your existing
dimmer with adorne in just minutes.
Fits in your existing electrical box and does not require new
wires for typical installation. Innovative assembly and snap-in
system make it fast and simple to install.
Shown in a classic white finish. Also available in magnesium.
Easily customized with adorne wall plates available in a brilliant
palette of 32 colors and a variety of luxurious materials.
Complete your total designer look with options like a stunning
adorne Accent Nightlight accessory.
Your remodel looks like a million bucks. It deserves better than
an ordinary light switch. Add that last finishing touch with adorne,
a stunning, one-of-a-kind collection of switches, dimmers, and
wall plates that will transform your walls from boring to
absolutely breathtaking. It's time for a beautiful switch.
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General Info

Color: White
Product Series: adorne sofTap
Housing Material: Lexan 241R

Listing Agencies/Third Party Information

cULus: Yes
FCC Standard: Yes
UL Listing No: UL 1472
UL Standard: Yes
UN SPS C: 39112401

Dimensions

Depth U S: 1.75"
Height U S: 4.185"
Width U S: 2.5"
Product Weight U S: 0.32 pounds

Technical Information

AC Voltage Output: 120VAC
Frequency: 900 MHz (RF)
Humidity: 0-80% relative humidity, noncondensing
Load: Incandescent, Halogen, MLV, Fluorescent, and ELV, CFL, and LED bulbs
Material: FR4(PCB)
Mounting: USA Electrical Wiring Box / adorne Mounting Plate
Operating Temperature Celsius: 0°C to 50°C
Operating Temperature Fahrenheit: 32°F to 122°F
Storage Temperature: 32°F to 122°F
Watts: 700W Load Dependent


